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ABSTRACT
Usable and secure authentication on the web and beyond is mission-

critical. While password-based authentication is still widespread,

users have trouble dealing with potentially hundreds of online

accounts and their passwords. Alternatives or extensions such as

multi-factor authentication have their own challenges and find only

limited adoption. Finding the right balance between security and

usability is challenging for developers. Previous work found that

developers use online resources to inform security decisions when

writing code. Similar to other areas, lots of authentication advice

for developers is available online, including blog posts, discussions

on Stack Overflow, research papers, or guidelines by institutions

like OWASP or NIST.

We are the first to explore developer advice on authentication

that affects usable security for end-users. Based on a survey with

18 professional web developers, we obtained 406 documents and

qualitatively analyzed 272 contained pieces of advice in depth. We

aim to understand the accessibility and quality of online advice

and provide insights into how online advice might contribute to

(in)secure and (un)usable authentication. We find that advice is

scattered and that finding recommendable, consistent advice is a

challenge for developers, among others. The most common advice

is for password-based authentication, but little for more modern

alternatives. Unfortunately, many pieces of advice are debatable

(e.g., complex password policies), outdated (e.g., enforcing regular

password changes), or contradicting and might lead to unusable or

insecure authentication. Based on our findings, we make recom-

mendations for developers, advice providers, official institutions,

and academia on how to improve online advice for developers.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Password-based authentication is the status quo on the web and

beyond [6, 12, 13]—despite its many known problems. This includes

challenges around memorizing passwords, password reuse [31, 72,

91], easily guessable and insecurely stored passwords [46, 91], being

forced to follow complicated password policies and change pass-

words regularly [46, 51, 87, 88], or phishing attacks [48]. Eventually,

passwords are a prime example of the importance of usable security:
The underlying problem is not the technical security of passwords

but the overwhelming challenges they present to users that neg-

atively impact authentication security. Replacing passwords with

potentially more usable and secure alternatives has been a popular

idea for many years [12]. However, alternatives such as two-factor

authentication (2FA) and FIDO2 both lack adoption [7, 16, 21, 29,

53, 73], and passwords still remain the de facto standard.
Overall, companies, development teams, individual developers,

and other involved stakeholders significantly impact the usable

security of software systems in general and authentication in par-

ticular [36]. For example, they make decisions on password compo-

sition policies or the deployment of 2FA. To inform security-related

software development decisions, including decisions on authenti-

cation deployments, developers draw heavily on online security

advice, e.g., from Stack Overflow (SO) [2, 3, 5, 15, 24, 25, 26, 60,

98]. In the ACM CCS 2022 keynote, Michelle Mazurek concluded
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that security advice is a “disaster” and affects developers and other

stakeholders [56]. As developers draw on security online advice

and online advice on authentication is common, the question of

what developers can learn from such advice to make authentication

deployments usable and secure was the main driver of this work.

Based on a qualitative exploration of the status quo of online secu-
rity advice on authentication deployments for developers, we aimed

to develop further ideas for improving future advice. Previous work

on general security advice for end-users [14, 20, 38, 43, 75, 77, 79]

and for developers [2, 3, 5, 9, 10, 15, 24, 25, 26, 28, 34, 63, 78, 98] does

not address online security advice for developers on implementing

usable security for end-users. To the best of our knowledge, we are

the first to explore this research gap.

Goals. In this paper, we aim to qualitatively explore developer

security advice on implementing authentication that affects end-

user usable security. We aim to understand the accessibility and

quality of online advice and to provide insights into how online

advice might contribute to (un)usable and (in)secure authentication.

More specifically, we seek to explore which topics are covered and

identify potential challenges developers might face when following

advice on implementing authentication online. Based on our find-

ings, we make recommendations for future advice to better support

developers in implementing usable and secure authentication.

Approach. In our qualitative exploratory in-depth analysis, we

applied the following multi-step process: First, we collected online

documents that contained advice on authentication. Therefore, we

recruited 18 professional web developers to collect a set of 264 on-

line resources (Sect. 3) and their Google search queries. We used

these queries to enrich the document corpus further. The overall

document corpus consists of 406 documents on web authentication.

Second, three researchers extracted all advice onweb authentication

from each document through qualitative open coding (Sect. 4.1).

Finally, in an in-depth qualitative analysis, we explored advice

distribution (Sect. 4.2) and topics (Sect. 4.3) and investigated char-

acteristics like recommendable (Sect. 4.4), debatable (Sect. 4.5), and

contradicting advice (Sect. 4.6).

Key Findings. The advice we found roughly reflected current

(usable) security authentication challenges on the web, e.g., pass-

words are still ubiquitous, and password advice was most prevalent

(51.6% of documents). For example, the advice covered password

composition policies or password recovery. Moreover, only about

22.5% of advice was relevant to usable security of authentication.

We classified 31.6% to be recommendable. However, we also found

18.0% to be debatable, e.g., being outdated, factually wrong, or coun-

teracting usable security (e.g., enforcing regular password changes).

We identified 15 groups of two or more pieces of advice that con-

tradict each other. Overall, we found that advice from research

results and official institutions was rarely integrated into the advice

we analyzed. Furthermore, the advice was scattered across many

online resources, making it difficult for developers to find.

Contributions. In this paper, we make the following contribu-

tions: (i) To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study inves-

tigating online advice for developers on authentication that affects

security and usability for end-users. (ii) We present an overview

of authentication advice topics and further explore recommend-

able, debatable, and contradicting advice. (iii) Based on our findings,

we make recommendations for future usable security advice for

developers. Furthermore, we highlight open challenges and out-

line future research. (iv) Finally, we provide our document corpus,

all pieces of advice, and additional supplementary material in a

replication package (Appendix A).

2 RELATEDWORK
We discuss related work in three key areas: (i) general security

advice for end-users, (ii) (usable) security advice for developers,

and (iii) usable and secure web authentication and its challenges.

We highlight our novel contributions and put it into context.

General End-User Security Advice. A large portion of online

advice on security addresses end-users [14, 20, 39, 43, 59, 75, 77],

e.g., concerning topics like how to handle passwords or spam. Non-

experts, like most end-users, heavily request such advice [38]. As

lots of advice exists, especially online, the selection of advice sources

has to be considered [75]. For example, factors like the source’s per-

ceived trustworthiness [75] and convenience [20] influence advice

adoption. One explanation for low advice adoption is that users

rationally reject advice as it often offers a poor cost–benefit trade-

off [39]. Overall, security advice can be challenging to adopt, as a

mismatch between advice and behavior was perceived among both

experts and non-experts [14, 43]. Even security experts were found

to lack consensus for advice [79]. Similarly, users and experts (like

administrators) struggle with advice prioritization [77].

While advice can be used to educate end-users, we argue that it

is (at least equally) important to help software professionals design

systems that people can use securely—ideally without users needing

any advice. Therefore, we focus on advice for software developers.

(Usable) Security Advice for Developers. In recent years, re-

searching human factors and security with a focus on developers

has gained popularity [4, 35, 74, 93]. This is also true for research

on security advice for developers. Several studies found that advice

impacts security and that sources containing insecure code find

their way into software [2, 3, 5]. For example, Acar et al. found that

developers who used SO produced significantly less secure code

and that only 17% of SO posts contained secure code snippets. Inse-

cure code from SO is also prevalent in many Android apps [24] and

contained in top Google search results [25]. However, nudging [26]

and re-ranking search results [25] can create a positive security

impact of SO. Overall, SO is a place for software professionals to

discuss security-relevant topics [98], while secure and insecure

answers were almost balanced [15]. Apart from SO, researchers

also found challenges in other advice sources, e.g., not actionable

IoT advice [9, 10].

Advice can also be given through other channels. This includes

IDE plug-ins that aid developers in preventing security pitfalls.

For example, Nguyen et al. presented and evaluated a plug-in that

supports Android developers [63]. Similar tools exist for other use

cases, e.g., secure password storage [28]. Besides such tools, Gorski

et al. found that integrating security advice into application pro-

gramming interfaces (APIs) can significantly improve code security

without affecting API usability [34]. Other advice forms can be

more general by outlining principles (e.g., Microsoft’s NEAT design

principles for security warnings [78]) and abstract guidance (e.g.,

heuristics for accessibility and usable security on the web [61]).
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Most similar to our work, Iacono, Gorski, et al. systematized

security principles, guidelines, and patterns based on scientific

literature [33, 52], but only “concentrated on principles and patterns
for end-users” [33]. In contrast, we focus especially on advice for

developers that affects end-users’ usable security. Moreover, we

focus specifically on (non-scientific) online resources. To the best

of our knowledge, no paper examined advice for developers that

covers end-user usable security. We argue that end-user (usable)

security, however, highly depends on decisions and implementation

during software development. Our analysis addresses this gap.

Usable and Secure Web Authentication. Passwords, probably
the oldest authentication approach [13] and a starting point for

early usable security research [6], are the most used authentica-

tion approach despite many shortcomings. This includes but is not

limited to insecure storage [46, 91], password reuse [31, 72, 91],

and usability and (resulting) security problems through password

policies [46, 51, 86, 87, 88]. To aid in creating secure passwords,

password strength meters are a common tool and visualization

technique [95]. However, their construction is difficult. For ex-

ample, researchers found inconsistencies, weaknesses [19], and

accuracy issues [30, 96]. Similarly, password managers (PWMs)

should help users deal with their passwords, e.g., by creating secure

(random) passwords [99] that fit websites’ password policies [27].

However, even PWMs have interaction problems with websites [40]

or overwhelm their users [66], both limiting their usability. Due

to passwords’ numerous problems, the idea of replacing them be-

came popular. However, many approaches failed [12], and replacing

passwords remains an unsolved challenge.

For example, replacing passwords could be achieved with the

FIDO2 standard [23]. However, FIDO2 lacks adoption, which might

be caused by overlooked benefits [21], concerns, and not trusting

the new technology despite good usability [29]. Despite generally

good usability, users struggle with hardware token setup [17, 82] or

rate the usability of smartphones for FIDO2 as low [69]. As tokens

can get lost and are associated with costs, electronic IDs can be

used for FIDO2 [85]—albeit being hard to set up [44].

2FA, or generally multi-factor authentication (MFA), is an im-

portant concept for strengthening security—especially when using

passwords—but could also negatively affect usability [1, 80, 81].

Users might have problems with the initial setup [80], and the 2FA

user experience (UX) is inconsistent [53]. Overall, 2FA adoption is

still relatively low and needs to be increased [7, 16, 73, 76]. Widely

adopted approaches like SMS-based 2FA are known to be vulnerable

to phishing [54].

To conclude, authentication has pitfalls that software developers

need to consider. Interestingly, most outlined challenges are no

technical security problems and boil down to a usability problem.

For example, passwords would be more secure if used correctly.

Therefore, we investigate how developer advice supports usable

and secure authentication.

3 COLLECTING ONLINE DEVELOPER ADVICE
In this section, we describe our data collection of 406 online re-

sources on authentication. While we aimed to create an ecologically

valid dataset, our main goal was diversity due to the exploratory

nature of our work. In a developer survey between August and

November 2021, 18 professional web developers searched and re-

ported online resources on web authentication they considered for

an imaginary web authentication development task. We extend the

document corpus further by including search results for our partic-

ipants’ search queries. As we had already reached saturation with

this document corpus, we stopped recruiting more participants.

3.1 Developer Survey
Our goal was to create a comprehensive corpus of documents con-

taining online advice regarding usable and secure web authenti-

cation for developers that impacts usable security for end-users.

We asked professional software developers to search for online re-

sources they consider relevant for implementing usable and secure

web authentication. We gave them a scenario and task to search for

relevant advice on the web.

3.1.1 Scenario. We created a task containing a web development

scenario and framed it towards authentication and usable security.

We aimed to collect document URLs, search queries, and other

information from software developers.
1
Our scenario consisted

of a hypothetical new web-based health platform KeepYourHealth,
that should become the central pivot point for personal health, e.g.,

storing and sharing medical data or communicating with doctors.

We chose the healthcare framing for three reasons: First, medical

and personal health information is considered highly sensitive,

hopefully shifting the participants’ attention to security. Second, to

highlight the need for good usability, medical applications have a

diverse user base that likely contains many non-tech-savvy users.

Third, medical applications must follow certain compliance or data

protection rules (e.g., HIPAA in the US, PIPEDA in Canada, GDPR in

Europe). While this might skew the results slightly towards official

documents, we also hoped to receive a more diverse and complete

document sample.

As part of the KeepYourHealth project, we wanted participants

to imagine that they are responsible for designing and implement-

ing the authentication mechanism for both a mobile and a desktop

version. To create the concept for KeepYourHealth’s authentica-

tion system (including registration and login), the participants had

to perform online research and look for helpful resources. We de-

signed the scenario to be very open to ensure diverse results, as

participants can explore various topics in their search. Moreover,

we instructed participants to freely consider any resource, authen-

tication approach, technology, etc. Our only requirement was that

the authentication system had to be usable and secure. We used

words like easy-to-use, user-friendly, secure, usability, and security
to emphasize the requirement for usable security.

3.1.2 Search Task. To collect online advice, we gave software pro-

fessionals the task of searching for online resources that provide

advice that potentially helps to build a usable and secure web au-

thentication system for KeepYourHealth. We explained our research

project’s purpose and that we wanted to collect and analyze advice

from various online sources. We additionally explained that we,

as researchers, are biased and probably would search differently

than web development experts. We also wanted the software de-

velopers to report how they found a specific online source, i.e., the

1
See this paper’s extended version for the full scenario description and search task.
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search query. We provided the participants with a table to report

documents and search queries. The table consisted of the following

columns: URL, how the document was found (e.g., bookmark, link

within another site, search engine), and (if applicable) the search

query that yielded the document. Each column’s purpose was also

explained. Our participants were free to choose any search ap-

proach they wanted, i.e., we did not constrain them to a specific

search engine.

3.1.3 Questionnaire. We embedded the search task in an online

questionnaire. After an initial consent form, the participants were

introduced to the scenario and their tasks. We gave them 30minutes

for the task. For the search task, we displayed the above-mentioned

table for the users to enter URLs and search queries. After complet-

ing the task, we asked the participants for their most used search

engine and to rank different information resource types by their

helpfulness. Next, we followed up with standard demographic ques-

tions, including age, gender, country of residence, highest level of

education, and employment status. Additionally, we asked some

questions specific to this study’s context regarding participants’

experience, skills, and security and usability education. We esti-

mated the maximum time for the whole survey at 45 minutes. The

replication package (Appendix A) includes the full questionnaire.

3.1.4 Instrument Development & Piloting. We developed and pi-

loted the questionnaire, scenario, and task in multiple iterations. We

asked nine persons to pilot the study and questionnaire, including

researchers with experience conducting usable security studies and

experiments. We made smaller adjustments regarding wording and

description texts based on the feedback that we collected via think-

aloud and feedback text boxes on each survey page. Finally, we

tested the whole setup with three professional developers until no

further adjustments were necessary. During piloting, we collected

48 documents and 38 search queries. We included those in our final

document corpus to enhance its diversity further.

3.1.5 Ethics & Data Protection. We received ethical review board

(ERB) approval for this study from one of the involved institutions,

concluding that there were no ethical concerns. The remaining

institutions had neither an institutional review board (IRB) nor an

ERB that applied to our study. This study was designed to adhere to

the ethical research principles of the Menlo Report [45]. We further

adhered to the strict German and EU privacy laws. All participants

consented to collecting, storing, and analyzing their data for this

research. We clarified that we would only evaluate and publish

de-identified and aggregated data. Furthermore, we informed all

participants that they could terminate the study at any time.

3.1.6 Recruiting. We aimed to recruit a diverse sample of software

developers with web development experience. Therefore, we used

the freelancer platform Upwork. We created an Upwork job post

describing our study and communicated the idea of our research.

Participants were required to have sufficient proficiency in English.

Besides that, we checked the Upworkers’ profiles and job history

to ensure they have web development experience. We also directly

invited Upworkers who had indicated experience in web develop-

ment in their profiles. The job was rewarded with $45 (hourly wage

of $60), above Upwork’s $15–$30 median hourly pay for software

developers [94] to offer competitive compensation.

Table 1: Demographics of the 18 web developers.

Gender
Male 16 88.9% Female 2 11.1%

Age [years]
Min. 19.0 Max. 45.0

Mean (Std.) 28.4 ±7.9 Median 25.5

Highest Education Level
< High school 1 5.6% Bachelor’s degree 7 38.9%

High school 4 22.2% Attending grad. school 1 5.6%

College 2 11.1% Master’s degree 3 16.7%

Country of Residency
United Kingdom 4 22.2% Brazil 2 11.1%

United States 3 16.7% Other
1

7 38.9%

India 2 11.1%

Industry Experience [years]
Min. 1.0 Max. 22.0

Mean (Std.) 6.1 ±6.0 Median 3.8

Employment Status†
Employed full-time 10 55.6% Student 2 11.1%

Self-employed/Freelancer 9 50.0% Self-describe 1 5.6%

Employed part-time 2 11.1%

Domain of Web Experience†
Full-stack developer 15 83.3% UI/UX 6 33.3%

Frontend developer 11 61.1% API developer 6 33.3%

Backend developer 9 50.0% Testing 4 22.2%

Web design 7 38.9% Other 1 5.6%

Security/Usability as Part of Training/Studies
Security 8 44.4% Usability 5 27.8%

Security/Usability Training in Professional Activity
Security 7 38.9% Usability 7 38.9%

†
Multiple answers allowed; may not sum to 100%.

1
Each country occurring once.

3.1.7 Demographics. We recruited 18 web developers via Upwork

whose demographics are comparable with those of professional

developers from SO’s latest developer survey [89]. An overview of

participants’ demographics can be found in Table 1. The partici-

pants were from 11 different countries, with the UK and the U.S.

being the most common, including others such as Canada, Nepal,

Romania, Germany, Nigeria, France, and Turkey. The majority had

at least a bachelor’s degree. Their professional software develop-

ment experience varied between 1.0 and 22.0 years. Participants

covered various roles, such as software engineers, web developers,

architects, team leads, and CTOs. Most participants reported some

experience with usable security. Some participants also received ed-

ucation in this area in their training, studies, or professional career.

3.1.8 Reported Documents and Search Queries. The participants
overall found 264 distinct documents (284 with duplicates reported

by multiple participants) across 171 different website domains. This

already indicates that advice is contained in many resources from

different authors. However, some domains were reported more

frequently, as shown in Table 2a. This mainly includes authentica-

tion platforms like Auth0, Okta, swoopnow.com, but also blogs and

tutorial sites like medium.com and dzone.com, or documentation

like the one provided by Google or the library next-auth. The Open
Web Application Security Project (OWASP)’s Cheat Sheet Series is
included.

We collected 145 distinct search queries from our participants.

All participants reported having used Google for their web searches.

The most frequent terms and term bigrams are shown in Tables 2b

and 2c. While authentication is the most frequent term, participants
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searched specifically for security aspects, best practices, and usabil-

ity aspects. This also indicates that our task worked as intended, as

the terms reflect the goal of usable and secure authentication.

Summary: Initial Document Collection. The search task with 18 pro-

fessional web developers resulted in 264 documents and 145 search

queries. Both document domains and search queries show high diversity.

3.2 Search Expansion
We extended our document corpus with search results for the col-

lected search queries that participants reported in addition to the

directly reported documents. We performed this search expansion

because participants might have missed relevant documents to

counterbalance participants’ personalized search results. Moreover,

this increases overall diversity and helps to reach saturation in the

best case, while adding no additional insights in the worst case. For

each query, we obtained the corresponding search results to expand

our document corpus. Therefore, we leveraged Google’s Custom
Search API [32] to execute a search for each query and extracted

its top 10 results, i.e., its URL and some metadata. We chose this

Google-based engine, as Google is the most used search engine [62,

90] and all participants reported that they use Google as one of

their main search engines. We chose 10 results per query, as this

corresponds to the first page of search results. Moreover, the click-

through rate (CTR) drops below 10% after the fourth and quickly

decreases further to almost 0% for lower-ranked results [70]. That

said, almost no user looks at the second page of results [18]. A top-

10 expansion, therefore, covers search results a user potentially

clicks while also including a safety margin.

3.3 Final Document Collection
The search task with professional software developers resulted in

264 distinct documents and 145 distinct search queries. As our goal

for this qualitative study is diversity, we decided also to include all

48 documents and 38 search queries from piloting. As described

above, we extend our corpus with documents found using Google.

We randomly sampled 100 search results from the search expansion

and included those in the final document corpus. Combining all

these documents, we obtained a final dataset of 406 documents

overall. For the documents that indicate a publishing date, the

median year for the last update was 2021 (oldest: 2002, newest:

2021). We downloaded each as a PDF for our analysis.

We stopped after these 406 documents, as we had already reached

saturation, which means that we would not gain new insights from

analyzing more documents and advice, i.e., no new themes emerged

in Sect. 4 (e.g., advice topics). Repeated advice inmultiple documents

also indicated saturation. Consequently, we did not survey further

participants.

In the survey, we asked our participants about the helpfulness

of different information sources (cf. Figure 1). Overall, participants

reported a high affinity towards online resources. The top-three

sources were official documentation, blog/news articles, and on-

line communities. Similarly, this is also reflected in the different

types of documents (Table 3). We found blog posts (some including

news) to be the most common type, followed by documentation

and wikis and project websites (including source code repositories).

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Rank (n=18)

Official Documentation
Blog Posts & News Articles

Online Communities
Video Tutorials

Asking Coworkers & Friends
Official Standards & Guidelines

Scientific Articles & Papers
Workshops

Books

Figure 1: Participants’ ranking of information sources for
the question: “Which advice or information sources do you
find most helpful in general?”. From most helpful (1) to least
helpful (10), excluding “Other” answers.

Surprisingly, only 15 documents (3.7%) were from Q&A forums,

13 of them from SO (cf. discussion in Sect. 5.4). Minor document

types included educational material and courses as well as video

and audio resources. 6 documents had no clear type. 4 (1.0%) were

not available online anymore when we downloaded the documents.

Summary: Document Corpus. Our final document corpus consisted

of 406 distinct documents which we downloaded for analysis. Blog posts,

documentation, and wiki pages were the most common document types.

3.4 Limitations
This work has some limitations that are typical for this type of

study. Generally, the developer survey is subject to self-reporting,

social desirability, under- and over-reporting, and sampling biases.

We note that our document corpus cannot contain all online re-

sources and that it is influenced by the participants’ experience and

especially the personalization of their search results. We addressed

this by recruiting a diverse set of participants and extending the

document corpus with search results until we reached saturation.

Furthermore, we received only English documents as it was the

study’s language. We decided that English as the only language is

an acceptable trade-off as it is the main language used in software

development (e.g., documentation or SO). The search task and sce-

nario (Sect. 3.1) itself could bias the document corpus. However, we

favored a realistic scenario without many requirements for external

validity over a general, undirected search task.

4 ADVICE ANALYSIS
In this section, we provide details on the advice analysis and its

results. Our analysis is a multi-stage process that starts with identi-

fying and extracting advice (Sect. 4.1) before analyzing it in detail.

In the following subsections, we describe the advice distribution

(Sect. 4.2), its topics (Sect. 4.3), and occurrence of recommendable

(Sect. 4.4), debatable (Sect. 4.5), and contradicting advice (Sect. 4.6).

Throughout the paper, we report counts, e.g., counts of advice

or documents. As this is qualitative work, those counts are used

to convey weight and should not be interpreted as quantitative

statistical results. While we try to give an overview by discussing

advice examples, we cannot describe and discuss every single piece

of advice due to their high number.
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Table 2: Most frequent domains and search query terms and bigrams that participants reported.

(a) Top-10 documents domains.

Domain #

auth0.com 23

medium.com 16

www.okta.com 8

swoopnow.com 6

blog.jscrambler.com 6

cheatsheetseries.owasp.org 5

cloud.google.com 5

dzone.com 5

developers.google.com 4

next-auth.js.org 4

(b) Top-10 terms from search queries.

Search Term #

authentication 72

web 39

best 15

security 11

secure 11

methods 10

user 10

app 9

practices 8

applications 7

(c) Top-10 bigrams from search queries.

Search Term Bigram #

web authentication 14

authentication methods 10

for web 8

best practices 8

web app 8

web applications 7

user authentication 6

authentication best 5

methods for 4

secure authentication 4

Table 3: Types of the reported documents.

Type # %

Blogs (including news) 219 53.9%

Documentation & Wikis 79 19.5%

Project Websites & Code Repositories 41 10.1%

Scientific 35 8.6%

Q&A Forums 15 3.7%

Educational 4 1.0%

Video/Audio 3 0.7%

Undefined Type 6 1.5%

Not Available 4 1.0%

4.1 Identifying & Extracting Advice
Below, we describe our advice identification and extraction ap-

proach in detail. It consists of two steps: (1) First, we extracted

and systematized each piece of advice from all documents through

qualitative coding. (2) Second, we applied inclusion and exclusion

criteria to reduce the set of advice to address usable and secure web

authentication relevant to our study.

4.1.1 Advice Extraction. We extracted each advice for developers

by reading all documents and manually assigning codes that sum-

marize each piece of advice. We used the following definitions to

detect advice. The definitions’ goal was to make the extraction

process transparent, objective, and reproducible.

• (Concrete) Advice: We considered explicit prompts to do

something in a specific way or specific recommendations

concrete advice. Phrases like “we recommend,” “a developer

should,” or imperatives like “ensure” often indicate advice,

which the researchers therefore used as proxies to detect

advice. An example of such a concrete recommendation is:

“Allow users to toggle password visibility when typing it.”
• Descriptive Information: We deliberately refrained from ex-

tracting information as advice that was not explicitly directed

at the reader or any other form of specific recommended

action. Some document passages just inform and describe,

leave room for interpretation, and require reading between

the lines. It might be unclear whether the resource’s author

wanted to give advice, whether a reader perceives it to be

advice, and how one might interpret it.

Three researchers each annotated a third of the final dataset in an

iterative open coding process. As advice in the documents can be

long and wordy, we summarized it by creating codes that briefly

paraphrase the advice [47, 55]. Table 4 shows examples of original

document excerpts and our assigned advice codes. As shown in

Table 4: Examples of document excerpts with concrete advice
and assigned advice codes.

Text in Document & Assigned Advice Code

“As a developer yourself, it’s your responsibility to provide users with the best and most secure
experience possible.”→ Ensure authentication is secure and has good UX

“Make sure to explain each [2FA] step and keep in mind, that not everybody has the same technical
knowlegde. For example, HubSpot added a description of Google Authenticator when the user would
choose that option.”→ Explain each 2FA step

“Consider Password-less Authentication [. . .] Some applications are good candidates for a new ap-
proach: eliminating the password altogether. [. . .] users [. . .] forget their credentials, password-less
authentication is an compelling option.”→ Use password alternatives

“If your organisation wants to take its login game to the next level, you should definitely consider
password alternatives.”→ Use password alternatives

“Send the user an email informing them that their password has been reset.” → Notify users via

email when password was reset

the table, different text passages can have the same meaning and

were therefore assigned the same advice code (examples 3 and 4).

We used these advice codes for our analyses throughout the paper.

Each researcher grouped similar or related paraphrases in a code

system. The leaf nodes in the code tree contain the advice. The

inner nodes are used to build a hierarchy (e.g., group all advice on

passwords). After coding sets of 50 documents, at least two coders

merged, refined, and regrouped the code system if necessary; all

three reviewed the resulting code system. The coders repeated the

described process eight times until advice from all 406 documents

was extracted. In accordance with McDonald et al. [58], we refrain

from reporting inter-rater reliability (IRR) because extracting only

concrete advice leaves little room for the researchers’ own interpre-

tations and because the following analysis of the advice (following

subsections) is our main contribution—not the code system itself.

As we focus on non-scientific online resources, we excluded

31 (7.6%) documents being scientific papers; 4 (1.0%) documents be-

cause they contained only a video or audio guide; another 29 (7.1%)

documents were not related to our research topic (i.e., not about

authentication and usable security); and two documents because

they were not available anymore or a duplicate of an existing docu-

ment. 119 documents contained no advice at all. For the remaining

221 documents, we identified 1,208 distinct pieces of advice.

4.1.2 Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria. In the previous step, we

extracted all advice for developers and obtained 1,208 paraphrased

pieces of advice. We defined inclusion and exclusion criteria to

focus only on advice relevant to this paper’s scope. We excluded

advice if any of the following criteria were met: (1) if the advice
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was not related to security, (2) if the advice was not related to

usability aspects and end-users, or (3) if the advice did not cover

authentication. The remaining advice was included as it is relevant

for usable security of web authentication. Three researchers did

this assessment independently and later resolved conflicts until

they reached consensus.

Advice Inclusion. 272 distinct pieces of advice out of the initial
1,208 covered usable security for web authentication andwere there-

fore included for further analysis. For example, the advice to “Use a
minimum of 8 characters” for passwords matched our inclusion cri-

teria because passwords are a security and authentication feature,

and their length affects usability [46, 86, 87, 88]. Overall, the 272

pieces of advice matching the inclusion criteria occurred 655 times

across 124 different documents. Hence, only a small fraction of the

online advice considers or affects usable security. Instead, most

advice is only about security—not considering usability and human

factors of security at all.

Advice Exclusion. According to the above-mentioned criteria,

we excluded 936 pieces of advice from further analysis because

they did not cover usable security of web authentication, thus not

being relevant for our research goals for one or multiple of the

following reasons. We excluded 257 distinct pieces that did not

cover security, e.g., “Provide live form validation” or “Only use single-
column forms”. Similarly, we excluded 669 distinct pieces of advice

that were not relevant for end-users or usability. For example, “Use
object-relational mapping (ORM) to prevent SQL injections” or “Use
bearer tokens,” are technical security details that users do not notice.
We excluded another 73 pieces of advice that covered usability and

security but were not relevant to web authentication, e.g., “Limit
upload size for users”. We note that we focussed our analysis on

advice in prose text and excluded any code snippets (occurring in

102 documents).

Summary: Identifying & Extracting Advice.We found and extracted

1,208 pieces of advice in 406 documents. Focusing on web authentication

advice with relation to usable security, we came up with 272 pieces of

advice from 124 documents for further analysis.

4.2 Advice Distribution & Density
As already stated, the advice was widely distributed across 124 doc-

uments. A document contained 4.5 different pieces of advice on

average (median: 2.0). However, the distribution was overall skewed

(cf. Figure 2a): while the document with most advice contained

35 different pieces of advice, the median was only 2.0 different

pieces of advice per document. That said, most documents provided

only little advice, while a few were much denser. This was similar

for the domains on which advice is provided. While individual do-

mains (that contain advice at all) provided on average and median

only 6.6 and 3.0 different pieces of advice, respectively, the OWASP
Cheat Sheets contained most, having 55 different advice imperatives

(see Table 5). Considering thatmobile-security.gitbook.io by OWASP

was also among the top domains, OWASP resources contained

by far the most advice. However, authentication provider swoop-
now.com’s blog and the developer portals web.dev and dzone.com
also contained a considerable amount of advice.

Table 5: Top-5 domains containing most distinct advice.

Domain #Advice

cheatsheetseries.owasp.org 55

swoopnow.com 27

mobile-security.gitbook.io 27

web.dev 23

dzone.com 18

0 10 20 30

(a) Number of pieces of advice
per document.

0 10 20 30

(b) Occurrence frequency of ad-
vice (in number of documents).

Figure 2: Boxplots that describe the advice distribution.

Table 6: Top-10 most frequent pieces of advice measured by
occurrence in documents.

Advice Docs

Offer/Use 2FA/MFA. 35

Enforce a password policy. 14

Allow/Use 3rd-party SSO. 14

Use generic responses for auth. errors to not weaken security. 13

Require strong passwords. 11

Require re-authentication for sensitive actions (step-up auth). 10

Reject most often used passwords and words from dictionaries. 10

Limit the number of login attempts. 7

Protect against brute-force attacks by rate limiting. 7

Use password alternatives. 6

While most documents contained little advice, developers are

not limited to considering only a single document. In line with that,

our participants found 26.3 different pieces of advice on average

among multiple documents (median: 13.0). 81 different pieces of

advice was the highest number of different advice imperatives

found by a participant. Looking into multiple information sources

is also likely to yield new advice because 176 of 272 pieces of advice

were only included in one document (cf. Figure 2b). On average, a

piece of advice was only contained in 2.1 documents (median: 1.0).

However, a few pieces of advice were covered in a higher number

of documents, as shown in Table 6. Offer/Use 2FA/MFAwas the most

frequent one, being contained in 35 documents.

All in all, advice is scattered, and most documents contained little

advice, with a few exceptions. Hence, developers must consider

multiple documents if they want to get a comprehensive set of

advice. Looking at a single document would yield only a small

subset of advice if not looking at one of the rare dense documents.

Summary: Advice Distribution & Density. While documents con-

tained 4.5 pieces of advice on average, most only contained two or less.

However, some documents like OWASP Cheat Sheets were denser. 176 of
272 pieces of advice were only covered by a single document.
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4.3 Topics of Web Authentication Advice
Early on, we noticed that the advice covered various topics. For fur-

ther investigation, we took a closer look and identified 12 different

topics in our dataset’s advice.

4.3.1 Identifying Topics. Three researchers independently used

an inductive coding strategy to identify advice topics within the

272 pieces of advice and assign each advice paraphrase to its respec-

tive topic(s). Afterward, the researchers discussed each individual

topic in a consensus session to create the final list of topics. It con-

sists of 12 different topics (cf. Table 7). We assigned each topic a

definition to achieve a reproducible assignment for each piece of

advice and describe the topic. With the final list of topics, each coder

independently coded all 272 pieces of advice. After the independent

coding, the coders finally compared and resolved existing conflicts

until they reached consensus. We allowed assigning multiple topics

if a piece of advice fits several topics at the same time. For example,

the advice to “Use password strength meters” covers passwords and
also implies user interface (UI)/UX requirements.

4.3.2 Results. Overall, we found 12 different advice topics, as de-

picted in Table 7 (including each topic’s definition, example advice,

and prevalence counts). Within the 12 topics, we found five topics

corresponding to major authentication types: passwords, 2FA/MFA,
single sign-on (SSO)/3rd-party login, token-based authentication, and
biometrics. Besides these five, some minor authentication types

emerged that we grouped into an other category (e.g., TLS client

certificates). Advice on passwords forms the most common authenti-

cation type, with 101 distinct pieces of advice across 64 documents.

The topic covers several aspects, like password policies, reset, entry,

managers, or strength meters, and includes usability aspects, e.g.,

toggling visibility in password fields. Advice on 2FA andMFA is also

popular (54 documents), followed by advice on SSO, third-party,

and social logins. Token-based and biometric authentication were

only rarely discussed.

The remaining six topics were more general and not about a

specific authentication type. Usage recommendations, i.e., what au-

thentication mechanism to use, were very common (83 documents).

Another topic spanning all authentication types was session and

account management (e.g., account recovery). The remaining minor

topics were about user and usability aspects. They covered general

authentication UI and UX, how to interact with the user through

notifications and messages, or how to educate users.

The co-occurrence heatmap of topics within a document in Fig-

ure 3 reveals that authentication types are often not jointly covered

within the same document. For example, while password advice

is in 64 documents, only in 28 documents both passwords and

2FA/MFA are discussed together. This is similar for passwords and

SSO/3rd-party login. On average, a document touches 3.2 different

topics (median: 3.0). However, when just focusing on the authenti-

cation type topic subset, only 1.7 different authentication types are

discussed. 61 documents cover only one authentication type.

Summary: Advice Topics. Overall, we found a wide range of 12 dif-

ferent advice topics. Advice on passwords was by far the most frequent,

followed by 2FA/MFA. The topics are often discussed in isolation, e.g.,

not discussing security benefits of 2FA when talking about passwords.
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Figure 3: Co-occurrence of the topics from Table 7 within the
same document.

4.4 Recommendable Advice
Below, we provide details on advice we deem recommendable for

developers. We consider authentication advice recommendable if it

contributes to usable and secure authentication on the web.

4.4.1 Identifying Recommendable Advice. We based our assessment

on academic literature and official guidelines. In addition to refer-

ences from related work, we searched for literature by checking

the proceedings of top-tier venues, including IEEE S&P, USENIX

Security, ACM CCS, NDSS, USENIX SOUPS, ACM CHI, and offi-

cial resources (e.g., from U.S. National Institute of Standards and

Technology (NIST) [64]). This was complemented by searching

on Google Scholar and a general online search. We also leveraged

forward and backward snowballing to find further resources [97],

i.e., resources citing or cited by an already obtained resource.

Based on these literature references, two authors assessed for

each advice whether it could be considered recommendable. We

used discussions to obtain consensus decisions. For transparency,

we provide supporting references with their publication years to

indicate their age. Additionally, we provide written rationales that

explain our reasoning within our replication package (Appendix A).

4.4.2 Results. We considered 86 of 272 pieces of advice (31.6%)

recommendable. Overall, 92 documents (74.2%) contained recom-

mendable advice. Table 8 provides an overview of the most frequent

recommendable advice. Comparing this to the overall most frequent

advice (Table 6) shows some minor differences. For example, we

did not consider the advice to “Require strong passwords” recom-

mendable because it does not provide concrete guidance. However,

we consider the related advice to “Enforce a password policy” recom-

mendable since official institutions generally recommend password

policies [64 (2017)], and there is scientific support for the use of

password policies (while the concrete policy should be adapted to

the context) [46 (2011), 51 (2022)].

Among the advice that is only contained in one or two docu-

ments, we found highly recommendable advice for developers. For
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Table 7: Categorization of advice in different topics.

Advice Topic Definition Advice Example #1 #Adv.2 #Docs3

Authentication Type†

Passwords Includes all advice, which directly mentioned a policy, a feature, or an implementa-

tion detail, that is directly or indirectly related to the creation, change, or processing

of passwords.

• Enforce a minimum password length of 8 characters.
• Reject passwords from breaches.

264 101 64

2FA/MFA Advice related to two-factor or in general multi-factor authentication and the

different approaches but also backup and recovery and general considerations.

• Require adding a 2nd factor for features with higher security.
• Provide OTP as 2FA.

87 36 54

SSO/3rd-Party
Login

Recommendations related to the implementation or use of SSO, 3rd-party authenti-

cation services, or social logins, e.g., via Facebook or Google.

• Use OAuth 2.0
• Stick to a few common social/third-party providers.

50 20 28

Token-Based
Authentication

Authentication mechanisms based on tokens, their design, and usage. This also

includes token formats such as Bearer or JWT. Cookie- and session-based are

authentication also included.

• Give tokens an expiration.
• Limit number of token usages.

23 16 12

Biometrics Includes all advice which directly is related to any kind of biometric authentication

method.

• Prefer fingerprint scanning above facial recognition.
• Use a traditional mechanism (e.g., password) beside biometrics.

11 8 5

Other Advice related to other authentication types, not belonging to one of the other

authentication types.

• Do not use TLS Client Authentication for public websites.
• Use passwordless authentication.

26 10 14

Usage
Recommendations

Advice on how to choose or which authentication method to use. • Offer/Use 2FA/MFA.
• Use risk-based auth controls.

188 71 83

Session/Account
Management

Advice on management of sessions and accounts, including login and logout process,

account creation/registration, recovery, blocking, user identifiers, etc.

• Require re-authentication for sensitive actions (step-up auth).
• Invalidate all sessions after password change.

225 103 63

UI/UX Concrete request to change, integrate or implement features and elements in the

UI in a specific way, e.g., how to design a password field. Also includes advice that

directly mentions some aspect of user experience.

• Use generic response code for auth/reg/recovery errors
• Don’t prohibit pasting passwords.

104 50 35

Notifications, Error-,
& Warning Messages

Advice on informing the user through notifications and messages in general, their

design and usage, including push notifications, email, or SMS/text message, but also

warnings, error messages.

• Notify users via mail when password was reset.
• Avoid sending sensitive data to push notifications / backups / logs

59 27 27

User Education
& Engagement

Advice on engaging or educating users on different topics of authentication. • Educate users to create strong passwords.
• Encourage users to accept passwords from password managers.

12 7 8

Miscellaneous Includes all advice that does not fit into any other category. • Use captchas after failed attempts.
• Involve stakeholders early on for security requirements.

18 9 10

†
Container for sub-topics; containing no advice.

1
Advice occurrences in a topic.

2
Distinct pieces of advice in a topic.

3
Documents containing advice from a topic.

Table 8: Top-10 most frequent recommendable advice mea-
sured by occurrence in documents.

Advice Docs

Offer/Use 2FA/MFA. 35

Enforce a password policy. 14

Allow/Use 3rd-party SSO. 14

Require re-authentication for sensitive actions (step-up auth). 10

Reject most often used passwords and words from dictionaries. 10

Limit the number of login attempts. 7

Protect against brute-force attacks by rate limiting. 7

Provide secure password recovery mechanism 6

Enforce minimum password length 6

Use password strength meters. 6

example, “Don’t prohibit pasting passwords” (to not interfere with
PWMs [40 (2021)]) or to “Provide a password change feature.” The lat-
ter is crucial to change compromised passwords, but to our surprise

only mentioned in two documents—maybe because it is too obvi-

ous. Advice like “Don’t force users to regularly change passwords”
is recommendable, as it replaces the outdated advice to enforce

regular password changes [37 (2018), 64 (2017)]. Other advice also

gives recommendations on specific pitfalls to avoid. For example, to

not use TLS client certificates for public websites is recommendable

because TLS client certificates are hard to use [71 (2014)].

Summary: Recommendable Advice. We found 31.6% of the advice to

be generally recommendable to developers, as it adheres to state-of-the-

art research results or official guidelines. Additionally, we consider 14.7%

of advice potentially recommendable that lacked references for evidence.

4.5 Debatable Advice
Besides recommendable advice, we considered other advice to be

debatable whether developers should follow it. This includes if it

contributes to insecure or unusable authentication on the web, is

inconsistent with literature references, is only applicable in certain

use cases, or different opinions on the advice exist.

4.5.1 Identifying Debatable Advice. We identified debatable advice

as we did for recommendable advice (cf. Sect. 4.4.1). Using the same

references, two researchers assessed the advice and discussed de-

batable advice in a consensus session. In cases without a supporting

reference, we only tagged advice as debatable if a clear rationale

existed. For traceability, we summarized the rationals in the ex-

tended version. All 49 debatable pieces of advice are available in

the replication package (Appendix A).

4.5.2 Results. We considered 49 of 272 pieces of advice debatable.

Overall, we found debatable advice in 39 documents (31.5%). We

grouped similar debatable advice in 14 groups (referred to as Dx)
and reported it along with the rationale why it is debatable and

examples in the extended version.

Most debatable advice covered password policies (D1) and was

discussed in 22 documents. D1 is a good example of outdated advice.

Outdated advice might have been considered correct in the past,

but in the meantime, new insights emerged that render it incor-

rect. For example, we found advice to enforce complex composition

rules, e.g., passwords should consist of lower- and uppercase letters,

numbers, and symbols. Another example is to “Force users to change
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passwords regularly.” However, research uncovered its negative ef-

fect on authentication usability and security [6 (1999), 37 (2018),

41 (2010), 46 (2011)]. Likewise, official organizations such as NIST

changed to less restrictive password policies in 2017 to improve

usability and security compared to previous password policies [64

(2017)]. However, we also found up-to-date advice that is less strict

and only suggests enforcing a minimal password length, as also

recommended by OWASP [67 (2021)].

We found more outdated advice recommends the use of secu-

rity questions (D3), despite their usability [11 (2015)] and serious

security shortcomings [12 (2012), 84 (2009)], and official guide-

lines advising against them [64 (2017)]. We found other advice that

harms (usable) security, such as not allowing to toggle masking

in password fields and viewing the password in plain text (D11),

automatically terminating all sessions on password change without

asking the user (D6), or stating if a user entered an old but not

their current password (D7). Some advice is more debatable, and its

appropriateness depends on the use case. For example, consider the

advice to use text messages (SMS) for authentication purposes (D5).

On the one hand, text messages have drawbacks like the possibil-

ity of losing access to a phone number [50 (2021), 57 (2021)], SIM

swapping attacks [49 (2020)], and being interceptable [65 (2016)].

On the other hand, text messages are convenient as smartphones

are ubiquitous. Similarly, PGP-encrypted emails for sending re-

set tokens (D12) provide good security, but PGP has only poor

adoption [92 (2022)]. Some advice is challenging to assess, like fin-

gerprints always being preferable to facial recognition (D13), while

vendors like Apple changed from fingerprint to Face ID [8 (2017)].

Summary: Debatable Advice. In 31.5% of the documents, we found

debatable advice that conflicts with research findings and official guide-

lines. The debatable advice also contains instances of outdated advice,

wrong advice, and advice that harms usable security.

4.6 Contradicting Advice
Besides recommendable (Sect. 4.4) and debatable advice (Sect. 4.5),

i.e., advice in line or in conflict with literature references, we found

several examples of contradicting advice within the document cor-

pus itself. To analyze those, we identified sets of advice that contra-

dict each other (e.g., “Do X” and “Don’t do X”). We refer to those as

contradiction groups. Overall, we identified 15 contradiction groups

with a total of 49 distinct pieces of advice (cf. Table 9). Most contra-

diction groups contained one pair of pieces of advice that directly

contradict each other. We illustrate our key findings below.

Most contradiction groups addressed passwords (C2, C4, C5, C7,

C11, C13). For example, C4 is about whether to enforce regular pass-

word changes for users or not. That contradiction group’s advice

states two opposite approaches: to “Force users to change passwords
regularly” (6 documents) and “Don’t enforce regular password up-
dates/changes for users” (2 documents). Similar disagreements can

be found in password length maximum (C2) and minimum (C5)

requirements or password visibility (C7). But contradicting advice

also exists for other authentication areas, like session timeouts (C3,

C14), rate limiting (C8, C12), 2FA (C10), or general discussions on

whether to use authentication at all (C6).

Another important aspect is how contradicting advice occurs

within a single document and within the document corpus, i.e.,

Table 9: Overview of the 15 contradiction groups, each with
a short description and advice examples (in italics).

ID Description & Advice Examples #Adv. #Docs

C1 How authentication errors should be reported to the users.
• Use generic responses for authentication errors to not weaken security
• Tell if user types in an old password

6 16

C2 Whether to set a maximum password length or not.
• Set a maximum password length
• Don’t set a maximum password length

4 10

C3 Keeping users logged in or automatically log out.
• Provide automatic logout/expire session
• Keep users signed in

6 9

C4 Whether to enforce regular password changes or not.
• Force users to change passwords regularly
• Don’t force users to regularly change/update passwords

2 8

C5 Different advice on minimum password length.
• Use a minimum of 8 characters
• Use a minimum of 12–16 characters

5 7

C6 Whether to use logins or not.
• Always require/enforce authentication
• Avoid login completely if possible/not necessary

3 7

C7 Whether to allow toggling password field visibility or not.
• Don’t display passwords on the screen
• Allow users to toggle password visibility when typing it

2 6

C8 Whether to use IP addresses or account for rate limits.
• Limit by account, not by IP
• Limit by IP

2 6

C9 Using OAuth or OpenID Connect for authentication.
• Implement 3rd-party authentication via OAuth
• Use OpenID Connect for authentication

2 6

C10 Which 2FA approach to choose.
• Provide OTPs as 2FA option
• Use mobile device push notifications as second factor

3 5

C11 Different speed requirements for password hashing.
• Slow down hash functions
• Choose work factors so that hashing time <1 sec

2 5

C12 Different rate limits to prevent brute force attacks.
• Limit to 3 attempts per account in a set timespan
• Limit to 20 guesses per minute and IP address

4 4

C13 Entering passwords twice during registration or not.
• Let users confirm passwords by writing twice
• Don’t ask for password confirmation

2 3

C14 How long should tokens for authentication live.
• Limit number of token usages
• Only allow one-time usage

4 2

C15 Whether to use CAPTCHAs or not.
• Use CAPTCHAs
• Use alternatives for CAPTCHAs

2 2

across multiple documents. Regarding intra-document contradict-
ing advice, we found this to be almost non-existent. Actually, only

2 documents contain contradicting pieces of advice. However, this

low intra-document contradiction rate is to be expected because it

is very unlikely that an author is inconsistent within a document.

Analyzing the inter-document advice contradictions, we identified
60 documents (48.4%) that contained at least one piece of advice

belonging to a contradiction group. That said, the document cor-

pus contains many contradictions, indicating inconsistency and

unreliability of online advice.

Contradiction groups contain opposite advice by definition. Espe-

cially for debatable topics, contrary recommendations and opinions

exist that are sometimes mixed with recommendable advice (e.g.,

C1 or C4) and discussed in the document corpus. Therefore, the

prevalence of debatable advice (Sect. 4.5) among the contradiction

groups is considerably higher at 30.6% compared to the overall

18.0% rate of debatable advice.

Summary: Contradicting Advice.We found 15 groups of contradict-

ing advice. While it is almost non-existent within a single document,
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48.4% of the documents contained some piece of contradicting advice.

Contradiction groups tend to contain more debatable advice.

5 DISCUSSION
Below, we summarize our key insights and discuss recommenda-

tions for developers, advice writers, and academia. This section

concludes with a discussion of future work.

5.1 Potential Impact of Advice on
Authentication Deployments

Usable and secure web authentication is challenging, and previous

work uncovered many issues, such as the widespread use of pass-

words in general [12, 13], the deployment of complicated password

policies [46, 51, 87, 88], and the low adoption of password alterna-

tives such as MFA and FIDO2 [7, 12, 16, 21, 29, 73, 76]. Moreover,

developers regularly depend on online resources to solve program-

ming problems [2, 3, 5, 15, 98] and might blindly trust information

from blogs, documentation, or platforms such as SO [24, 25, 26].

Our findings illustrate how online advice for web authentication

might contribute to unusable and insecure authentication deploy-

ments. When developers seek online advice to solve challenges

around online authentication, they likely stumble upon advice that

is of limited help to make web authentication usable and secure.

Most advice covered technical security implementation details that

are not relevant for end-users, while only 272 of 1,208 pieces of ad-

vice related to end-users’ usable security (Sect. 4.1). Contradicting,

debatable, and outdated advice might even have a negative effect.

For example, passwords were—despite their known potentially

negative impact on security and usability—the most prevalent ad-

vice topic and often the only discussed authentication approach

(Table 7). The drawbacks and potential alternatives are rarely men-

tioned. We believe that such advice contributes to passwords’ undi-

minished high popularity. Similarly, many websites do not follow

best practices for password policies [51], and advice is also often not

in line with best practices (Sect. 4.5, Sect. 4.6). Developers are not

necessarily authentication or usable security experts. They might

follow the advice unaware of the drawbacks and alternatives.

Considering that developers rely on online resources for solving

security programming challenges [2, 24], we think that online ad-

vice is a major factor that affects web authentication usable security

negatively, e.g., outdated but still followed advice (e.g., changing

passwords regularly) or following advice that was always known

to counteract usability and security (e.g., using security questions).

5.2 Challenges for Developers
Based on our findings, we identified four main challenges for devel-

opers. Overall, the results indicate amixture of advice that could and

should be followed and advice that should be carefully considered

or avoided at all.

Advice Diversity & Priotrization. The advice was highly di-

verse (Sect. 4.3), i.e., we found lots of advice on a single topic (e.g.,

password policies). This and the high advice volume indicate an

overload for developers and a lack of advice prioritization among its

authors, as similarly found in related work on end-user advice [77].

Scattered Advice. The advice was also distributed over many doc-

uments (Sect. 4.2). While some documents contained more advice,

many contained only a single piece of advice. Moreover, most ad-

vice was only covered in a single document. This makes it harder

for developers to find relevant advice; they might have to consider

many documents to find helpful advice for their needs.

Debatable Advice. Debatable advice (Sect. 4.5) challenges devel-
opers, as they would have to recognize and not blindly follow

detrimental advice. However, it cannot be assumed that develop-

ers (i) are usable security experts and, for example, know which

advice is outdated and should not be followed anymore; or (ii) can

recognize the consequences that poor usability of authentication

features can have [36].

Contradicting Advice. Finding contradicting advice (Sect. 4.6)

obliges the developer to decide which advice to follow and might be

confusing. As with debatable advice, it is unclear whether develop-

ers have the skills to make an educated decision and assess related

consequences. Even when developers encounter only one piece

of contradicting advice, chances are to blindly follow debatable or

otherwise disadvantageous advice instead of best practices.

5.3 Recommendations
Given the potential impact of advice on authentication deployments

and the associated challenges for developers, we advocate to rethink

how advice is given and consumed to achieve authentication for

end-users that is bothmore usable and secure. Based on our findings,

we make the following recommendations for improving security

advice for developers in the future.

Developers. We found that online security advice on web authen-

tication is diverse and distributed over many resources on the web.

Overall, developers should consider their context and not follow

advice blindly, as we found debatable advice that could not be un-

conditionally recommended (Sect. 4.5). Such assessments are mostly

impractical for developers since they require lots of expertise, effort,

and literature research. Hence, reasonable resources that can be

assumed to provide high-quality advice are necessary.

We recommend developers look into the OWASP Cheat Sheets.

According to our results, they contain the most advice and, there-

fore, are the most extensive resource, obviating the need for devel-

opers to look at many other resources that provide little or no advice.

Another reason is that OWASP Cheat Sheets contain up-to-date

advice specifically tailored to software practitioners.

Giving Advice. We found several instances of outdated, incorrect,

or otherwise debatable advice. Hence, authors should check their

advice to avoid such problems before giving advice. This also im-

plies regularly updating advice to prevent giving outdated advice.

Unfortunately, checking advice is not straightforward, requiring

expertise and considering resources such as the latest usable secu-

rity research. Since advice is highly dependent on specific contexts,

advice givers should describe in which situations advice should be

followed or not to prevent developers from following advice that

does not suit their project.

As already discussed, we found parallels between advice and

the authentication ecosystem. We argue that advice is related to

and could influence the authentication landscape. Therefore, advice

givers should carefully choose what authentication topics they
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write about. That does not mean that no advice on passwords should

be given. However, the authors should focus on approaches that

prevent weaknesses in passwords. For example, when writing about

passwords, their drawbacks (e.g., phishing, password reuse) should

also be mentioned, and countermeasures (e.g., 2FA) or alternatives

(e.g., FIDO2) should be outlined.

Official Institutions. While we mentioned OWASP Cheat Sheets,

the reader may wonder where official organizations stand as a

source of advice. To our surprise, participants rarely reported official

documents. For example, no NIST Special Publication was reported.

This is especially remarkable as several documents referenced NIST

guidelines and considered those authoritative. A closer look at

OWASP Cheat Sheets [68] and the related NIST SP [64] quickly

reveals major differences. For example, NIST’s PDF is much longer

at 79 pages than OWASP Cheat Sheets. The language in NIST’s

documents is also more abstract, e.g., passwords are referred to as

“memorized secret authenticators” [64]. We hypothesize that these

factors lower the accessibility of NIST documents for developers

and our participants did not report them for this reason.

Nonetheless, official institutions like NIST are reputable, author-

itative organizations whose documents contain reasonable advice.

We propose that official institutions provide their advice in a form

similar to OWASP cheat sheets. This could be done by condens-

ing the most important advice from their extensive guidelines,

standards, and other documents and presenting it in a developer-

friendly and actionable way.

Authoritative Advice. We obtained 272 distinct pieces of advice

that showed high diversity and were scattered all over the internet.

This imposes a challenge, as no developer would search 406 docu-

ments for advice as we did. Hence, creating an authoritative source

with helpful, actionable, carefully constructed web authentication

advice for developers might improve accessibility, advice adop-

tion, and end-user usable security. Moreover, this might prevent

encountering debatable or contradicting advice.

It is yet unclear who should create and maintain authoritative

advice. As already discussed, official institutions like NIST are con-

sidered authoritative but lack accessibility. Since this is mainly a

presentation issue, we argue that official institutions could take this

role. We found OWASP Cheat Sheets [68] to be the most compre-

hensive knowledge base for authentication advice. Hence, OWASP

should continue the Cheat Sheet Series project, while official insti-

tutions should start creating similar resources. The advice extracted

in this paper might be a starting point for creating (or extending)

authoritative usable security authentication advice.

Knowledge Transfer: Academia to Practice. Unsurprisingly,
developers do not consider scientific resources like papers helpful

(Figure 1). Developers are unlikely to read dozens of papers that

might require expert knowledge or are hidden behind paywalls.

Instead, developers prefer online resources and heavily draw on

contained advice [2, 3, 5]. However, academic papers yield new us-

able security knowledge and are the main communication channel

for scientific results. Their impact is limited if they do not foster any

change and gain real-world traction. For developer authentication

advice, we can confirm the knowledge gap between academia and

practice that Gutfleisch et al. identified [36]. To overcome this gap,

researchers should aim to provide their knowledge in ways that

developers can easily use and access. For example, new research

results could be added to OWASP Cheat Sheets. While this can im-

prove the adoption of advice that is grounded on research insights,

the adoption is likely limited overall. Recent research indicates that

Cheat Sheet advice is only partially followed [42].

5.4 Comparison with Related Work
While previous research investigated online security advice for

both end-users [14, 20, 38, 43, 75, 77, 79] and software developers [2,

3, 5, 9, 10, 15, 24, 25, 26, 28, 34, 63, 78, 98], we are the first to explore

developer advice on authentication that affects usable security for

end-users. As already discussed, we found similar themes com-

pared to related work, like challenges around advice diversity and

prioritization [77], and a usable security knowledge gap between

academia and industry [36]. Redmiles et al. investigated security

advice regarding its quality (e.g., actionability) in a user study [77].

As we performed a researcher evaluation, we refrained from eval-

uating aspects like developer actionability. Such an assessment

with developers, similar to Redmiles et al. [77], is potential future

work and possible with our dataset. This might be interesting, as

our overall impression is that quality is mixed, e.g., some advice is

highly concrete (e.g., containing source code) while other is vague.

Moreover, our work might provide some explanations for ob-

servations in related work. While not directly comparable, we see

parallels to the findings of Lee et al. [51]. Lee et al. found that

only 13% of websites followed all password policy best practices.

A contributing factor to this can be developer advice—due to the

plethora of different advice. Some advice might be recommendable,

and others debatable, while potentially contradicting each other at

the same time. Best practices identified by Lee et al., e.g., block lists

and strength meters, were also recommendations in our dataset but

rarely occurred, reflecting the low adoption of best practices. This

low advice adoption might be caused by the challenges (Sect. 5.2)

that can become a burden for developers, ultimately resulting in a

poor cost–benefit trade-off similar to the one outlined by Herley

in 2009 for end-user security advice [39]. Overall, we note that

not only developers impact usable security of authentication. Also,

system administrators configuring authentication have an impact

and draw on advice, e.g., consulting standards and guidelines, as

recently found by Sahin et al. [83]. The authors identified similar

challenges compared to our study, like administrators facing and

following outdated recommendations.

In our dataset, the fraction of documents from Q&A forums

like SO (3.7%) is lower than in related work (e.g., 10–40% [2]). As

participants were free to choose any resource, we think the lower

prevalence is due to different study characteristics. SO posts are

likely most useful for programming as they provide code snippets

for copy and paste [24]. However, our scenario is a more abstract,

conceptual task that does not include programming, while Acar et

al. [2] experimented with developers writing code. Other factors

might be self-reporting and social desirability biases that prevent

participants from reporting SO because the platform is also known

to contain low-quality or insecure answers [15, 24]. While we can

only speculate about the reasons, future research is needed to inves-

tigate which resources software professionals prefer for abstract,

conceptual tasks like ours.
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5.5 Outlook & Future Work
Changing advice and the authentication landscape can be con-

sidered long-term projects requiring suitable technical solutions.

The endeavor to replace passwords has been an ongoing effort for

decades [6] that turned out to be hard [12] and has not been suc-

cessful yet. Regarding advice, passwords are the prevailing topic.

Therefore, we believe passwords to stay for more years to come.

Users also still tend to prefer passwords [100]. However, the indus-

try is trying to offer and shift to passwordless alternatives. In 2022,

Apple, Microsoft, and Google announced plans to extend FIDO2

and introduce passkeys [22]. Passkeys aim to replace passwords by

syncing FIDO credentials across the users’ devices. While passkeys

seem promising, future research is needed to study their effect. The

advent of passkeys also calls for a future replication of this study

to check how online advice evolves and how passkeys are covered.

While we qualitatively analyzed developer-reported web au-

thentication advice in this paper, our work does not investigate

developers’ interaction with advice and advice impact on authenti-

cation usable security. Conceptional decisions (e.g., whether 2FA is

implemented or not) might not be decided by developers alone [36].

Hence, further investigation of advice adoption and decision pro-

cesses is needed. One aspect of this is the prioritization of advice.

We refrained from indicating recommendation strength for the ad-

vice, as a valid assessment requires a broader expert evaluation

beyond the involved researchers. Future work could investigate

recommendation strength with experienced software professionals.

We also propose to conduct a developer experiment focusing on the

impact of advice on the final software to understand how advice

should be given to developers. Similarly, future work could investi-

gate the impact of code snippets, as we only focussed on textual

(prose) advice. We hope that our dataset can lay the foundation for

future work in these directions.

6 CONCLUSION
In this work, we qualitatively analyzed 272 pieces of advice con-

taining developer advice on usable and secure authentication. We

identify several major challenges for developers. For example, the

advice is scattered over many resources and, therefore, hard to find.

Despite their shortcoming, passwords are the most discussed au-

thentication approach; the advice lacks the discussion of drawbacks

and alternatives. Moreover, unconsciously following advice can in-

duce usable security problems, as we found instances of debatable,

outdated, and contradicting advice. Overall, our findings suggest

that the advice potentially impacts authentication deployments.

Our recommendations can inform better advice giving to improve

usable and secure authentication on the web.
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A REPLICATION PACKAGE
For transparency, potential replications of this study, and to support

meta-research, we provide artifacts within a replication package.

Material. We provide the following artifacts: (1) The scenario and

task we used, (2) the materials used for recruiting, (3) the consent

form, (4) the questionnaire from the developer survey, (5) the list of

advice that we extracted from the documents, (6) the detailed advice

analysis results, (7) the set of documents, queries, and search results,

and (8) the extended version of this paper. To ensure participant

privacy, we do not provide any raw questionnaire responses.

Link. The replication package is available at https://doi.org/10.1

7605/OSF.IO/PFB5H.
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